How to Optimize Radiation Dose in Computed Tomography Examinations: Available Methods and Techniques
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Abstract—In this review, available methods and techniques for optimizing the radiation dose in computed tomography (CT) examinations are described. Automatic exposure control can adapt tube current according to the patient attenuation needed for achieving a specified image quality by performing tube current modulation (TCM), which allows the tube current to be automatically modulated during the acquisition. TCM is generally divided into the following five types: longitudinal (z-axis), angular (xy-axis), longitudinal and angular (xyz-axis), organ based, and electrocardiogram gated. Optimizing tube voltage is effective for reducing patient dose while maintaining a desired contrast-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, optimization of the reconstruction kernel (including consideration for using an iterative reconstruction), slice thickness of images, bowtie filter, and number of acquisition phases are needed to further optimize the radiation dose. In addition, applications of selective organ shielding (e.g., bismuth shield), dual-energy CT, and newly developed X-ray detection systems may further reduce patient dose.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) is widely used as an essential diagnostic imaging tool in clinics. The introduction of multi-detector CT (MDCT) has increased the number of CT examinations worldwide. However, concern about CT radiation doses has been expressed in the literature [1-3]. Because children are more radiosensitive than adults, potential cancer risks associated with ionizing radiation requires attention, particularly in pediatric CT examinations. Pearce et al. [4] reported that in children, the use of CT with cumulative doses of approximately 50 mGy might almost triple the risk for leukemia and doses of approximately 60 mGy might triple the risk for brain cancer. Mathews et al. [5] also reported that among people aged 0–19 years, the overall cancer incidence was 24% greater for those exposed to radiation than for those unexposed to radiation. Therefore, justifying each CT examination by weighing the benefits against the risks is important.

In addition to justifying each CT examination, radiation doses used should be as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). To implement ALARA principles in CT image acquisitions, radiologists, physicists, and technologists should make efforts to produce optimal images with the lowest dose to patients; this process is called optimization. Fortunately, CT manufacturers provide various methods and techniques for optimizing radiation doses in CT examinations. Therefore, radiologists, physicists, and technologists need to be familiar with these methods and techniques.

In this review, we introduce methods and techniques for optimizing the radiation dose in CT examinations. To satisfy the ALARA principle, the dose optimization methods and techniques described in this review should be well understood and appropriately used.

Dose, tube current, and exposure time are proportionally related. The noise level is inversely proportional to the square root of tube current (milliampere, mA) or tube current–time product (milliampere-second, mAs). An excessive increase in tube current or tube current–time product causes an increase in the patient dose, but excessive tube current reduction can adversely increase image noise levels.

For CT, Brooks and Di Chiro [6] showed the following association between image noise (standard deviation of CT numbers, σ) and patient dose (D):

\[
D \propto \frac{e^{-\mu d \sigma^2 \cdot a^2 \cdot b \cdot h}}{a^2 \cdot b^2 \cdot h^2}
\]

(1)

where, \( \mu \) represents the mean linear attenuation coefficient of the object, \( d \) represents the diameter of the object, \( a \) represents the sample increment, \( b \) represents the sample width, and \( h \) represents the slice thickness. Formula (1) is known as Brooks’ formula and shows that patient dose and image noise are inversely related to each other.

Although a CT operator must consider patient size when selecting the tube current, adjusting the tube current immediately and appropriately according to the patient size is difficult. In addition, the tube current should be optimized for the thickest or highly attenuated part of the patient when using a fixed tube current, leading to excessive exposure in other parts of the patient.

Automatic exposure control (AEC) is implemented on CT to adapt the tube current according to the patient attenuation needed to achieve a specified image quality using the tube current modulation (TCM) technique. TCM allows the tube current to be automatically modulated during acquisition, and there is no doubt that TCM is effective in optimizing patient dose in CT. Although dose
longitudinal (z-axis), angular (xy-axis), longitudinal and angular (xyz-axis), organ based, and electrocardiogram (ECG) gated.

A. Longitudinal (z-axis) modulation

In longitudinal modulation, the tube current is adjusted according to the size and anatomical regions of patients. This modulation is performed to produce relatively uniform noise levels through the entire acquisition range. The tube current is modulated to provide the desired image quality at the chosen attenuation on the basis of prior calculations from a localizer radiograph.

Examples of longitudinal dose modulation for thoracic CT for a female RANDO phantom (RAN110; The Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY, USA) among manufacturers are shown in Fig. 1. Although the tube current is modulated across various anatomical regions, the characteristics of dose modulation vary among manufacturers. Operators should understand that longitudinal modulation that uses data obtained from localizer radiographs cannot appropriately adjust the tube current if the patient is not positioned at the isocenter of the CT gantry [7].

B. Angular (xy-axis) modulation

X-ray is attenuated more in the lateral direction than in the anteroposterior direction; thus, it is effective that the tube current is modulated within one gantry rotation. The tube current is adjusted according to the attenuation data from the localizer radiograph or in near-real time according to the measured attenuation from the previous 180° projection.

Examples of angular modulations are shown in Fig. 2. These profiles were acquired using the AEC system CARE Dose 4D (Siemens Healthineer, Erlangen, Germany), semiconductor detector CT Dose Profiler (RTI Electronics, Mölndal, Sweden), and custom-made elliptical polymethyl methacrylate phantoms, measuring 180 × 260 mm (small) and 260 × 380 mm (large) in diameter (Fig. 3), when helical CT acquisitions were performed with and without angular modulation. The semiconductor detector was inserted in the center of the phantom, and time series data of the absorbed dose rate were acquired. With both phantom sizes, the absorbed dose rates were relatively similar between the fixed tube current (FTC) and TCM in the first two cycles. After the first two cycles, the absorbed dose rates stabilized, with only slight fluctuations when TCM was used. These fluctuations were smaller than those with FTC, irrespective of the phantom size.

C. Longitudinal and angular (xyz-axis) modulation

The simultaneous combination of longitudinal and angular modulations involves the variation of tube current along both the longitudinal (z-axis) and in-plane (xy-axis) directions of a patient. This modulation is the most
comprehensive approach for reducing CT dose because the dose is adjusted according to patient-specific attenuations in all three planes.

D. Organ-based modulation

Organ-based modulation is used for reducing the dose in radiosensitive organs such as the breast, thyroid, and eye lens. In this technique, the tube current is decreased over radiosensitive organs.

One study demonstrated that for thoracic CT, organ-based modulation reduced the absorbed dose in the breast by approximately 22%, without changing CT values and noise levels, relative to those of the reference [8]. The noise levels do not change because the tube current is increased during the remaining acquisition range. Exposure to multiple diagnostic radiographic examinations during childhood and adolescence increases the risk for breast cancer among women with scoliosis [9]. Therefore, organ-based modulation is also preferable for specific patient groups such as children and young women for whom the risk for breast cancer might be increased by thoracic CT.

The International Commission on Radiological Protection revised the occupational equivalent dose limit for eye lens from 150 mSv/y to 100 mSv/5y (no single year exceeding 50 mSv). Patient dose, in addition to occupational dose, for eye lens should be reduced, and organ-based modulation is preferable for reducing the equivalent dose for eye lens during head CT [10]. An example of surface absorbed doses within a single section of the head RANDO phantom (RAN110; The Phantom Laboratory) with and without organ-based modulation (X-CARE; Siemens Healthineer) using standard parameters for head CT is shown in Fig. 4. The results showed that anterior surface doses were lower with organ-based modulation than without it.

Another type of ECG-gated modulation is to employ prospective gating axial acquisitions in which X-rays are turned on only during a limited heart phase and are completely turned off during other heart phases. However, this method can only be used for patients with low and stable heart rates. Different types of ECG-gated modulation are shown in Fig. 5.

One study demonstrated that in retrospectively ECG-gated helical acquisitions, ECG-gated modulation reduces 3.4–9.2% of the doses absorbed by thoracic organs compared with the reference dose and that in prospectively ECG-gated axial acquisitions, the modulation reduces 66.1–71.0% of the doses absorbed by thoracic organs [11].

III. Tube Voltage Adjustment

Dose is approximately proportional to the square of the tube voltage (kilovoltage, kV). Therefore, the tube current and tube voltage should be adjusted according to the patient size to optimize the patient dose. Reducing the tube voltage is effective for reducing the patient dose while maintaining a desired contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) [12].

An example of a semi-automatic tube voltage adjustment tool is CARE kV (Siemens Healthineer), which automatically adjusts the optimal kV setting for each individual patient for a CT examination. Data from localizer radiographs are used for optimizing the tube voltage and tube current so that a user-chosen CNR is maintained with the lowest dose (Fig. 6). The tube voltage cannot be modulated during acquisition. A previous study demonstrated that the radiation dose and amount of contrast material could be reduced in abdominal dynamic CT without deteriorating the image quality [13].

However, changes in kV result in a change in X-ray photon energy, and changes in X-ray photon energy result in a change in tissue CT values. Therefore, variations in kV cause substantial changes in image contrast.
IV. OPTIMIZING RECONSTRUCTION KERNEL

Reconstruction kernels themselves are not directly related to the patient dose, but the patient dose may be reduced by selecting an optimal reconstruction kernel. If high resolution kernels are used, image noise levels increase. If low resolution (smooth) kernels are used, image noise levels decrease without increasing the patient dose.

Iterative reconstruction (IR) is an algorithm for generating cross-sectional images from measured projections of an object. The algorithm has been applied to single-photon emission CT or positron emission tomography. In CT, this method was not used because of its significantly slower calculation speed than that of filtered back projection (FBP), which is the standard CT image reconstruction algorithm. However, various new image reconstruction systems that use IR algorithms have been recently developed. Using these systems, patient doses can be reduced while maintaining the image noise levels.

Although specific algorithms differ among manufacturers, the clinical basis for the benefits of IR implementation primarily involves reducing image noise levels, leading to improved objective and subjective image quality compared with those using FBP reconstructions [14]. However, IR techniques can result in the degradation of image quality by imparting an unfamiliar “plastic” texture to images that can interfere with the accuracy of diagnosis to an extent [15]. Another limitation is that computational power and time are required for IR. Delay between data acquisition and availability of images depends on the type of IR algorithm and the number of images.

Some third-party vendors have recently provided systems that are based on the IR approach. One example of these systems is SafeCT (Medic Vision, Tirat Carmel, Israel) (Fig. 7). It is a centralized network-based add-on system that can connect to any CT systems in an imaging department via digital imaging and communications in medicine network. Even if CT systems do not have image reconstruction systems that use IR algorithms, it can receive images from the CT console, automatically process them using IR algorithms, and transfer the processed images to the picture archiving and communication system for interpretation.

V. OPTIMIZING IMAGE SLICE THICKNESS

Images that have thin slice thicknesses can be easily obtained if MDCT systems are used. A thinner image thickness decreases the partial volume effect but increases image noise levels. To obtain thinner image thicknesses with lower image noise levels, higher radiation doses are required. However, CNR and visibility of small lesions can improve, despite increased noise levels when thinner slice thicknesses are used [16].

VI. OPTIMIZING BOWTIE FILTER

CT systems use bowtie filters to shape the X-ray beam and remove lower energy photons before the beam reaches the patient. The filter equalizes the radiation amount reaching the detector (Fig. 8).

In general, an optimal bowtie filter is selected when an optimal scan field of view is chosen. Therefore, operators should choose an optimal scan field of view according to the anatomical size and acquisition region of the patient.

VII. OPTIMIZING NUMBER OF ACQUISITION PHASES

There is no doubt that the patient dose increases when the number of acquisition phases increases. However, optimizing the number of acquisition phases is not easy. For example, one study reported that the detectability of
hepatocellular carcinoma improved using four-phase CT image acquisitions [17], but another study reported that four-phase CT image acquisitions compared with three-phase CT image acquisitions did not improve the detection of hepatocellular carcinoma [18]. It is necessary for radiologists to keep in mind that the number of repetitions should be minimized.

VIII. APPLICATION OF SELECTIVE ORGAN SHIELDING

Selective organ shielding may be one of the choices for reducing the radiation dose in radiosensitive organs such as the breast, thyroid, and eye lens. A latex sheet that contains bismuth is generally used for this purpose. Fig. 9 shows an image of breast shielding that was achieved by applying a commercially available latex sheet over the breasts. The shield can attenuate many X-ray photons that would be absorbed by the breasts so that the absorbed dose in the breasts can be decreased.

The use of selective organ shielding for pediatric and coronary calcium scoring CT has been recommended because the diagnostic image quality is not seriously affected by the shielding [19,20]; in contrast, shielding in thoracic CT has not been recommended because of its effect on CT numbers, artifacts, and image noise levels [21,22]. Therefore, judging whether selective organ shielding should be applied or not on the basis of the examination purpose is important.

If selective organ shielding is applied, some AEC systems that use at least one localizer radiograph to calculate the attenuation profile of the patient cannot correctly calculate the attenuation profile of the patient. Although the issue can be avoided by placing a shield after obtaining the localizer radiograph, the shield may prevent obtaining images with the quality required for the diagnosis. Other AEC systems that modulate the tube current according to the near-real-time attenuation data obtained from the previous 180° projection during the scan cannot correctly calculate attenuation data, even if the shield is placed over a radiosensitive organ after obtaining the localizer radiograph.

IX. APPLICATION OF DUAL-ENERGY CT

Radiation doses in dual-energy CT are similar to those in single-energy CT [23]. However, dual-energy CT allows the differentiation among multiple materials and the quantification of the mass density of two or three materials in a mixture with known elemental composition [24]. One of the examples that uses a three-material decomposition algorithm is a virtual non-contrast (VNC) image. This algorithm can remove iodine from contrast-enhanced CT images. If VNC images can be used instead of true non-contrast (TNC) images, TNC acquisition can be omitted to reduce the total patient dose. Previous studies showed that VNC images can replace TNC images for detecting or diagnosing a subarachnoid and intracranial hemorrhage, acute ischemia, liver lesion, hypotenuating pancreatic lesion, hyperdense renal lesion, and urinary stones [25-30].

An example of abdominal dual-energy CT images before and after iodine subtraction is shown in Fig. 10. It is confirmed that iodine is removed from contrast-enhanced CT images to obtain VNC images. A previous phantom study revealed that VNC images provide reliable attenuation measurements for low, moderate, and high iodine-induced attenuations; however, for tissues with an extremely high iodine contrast agent load (e.g., excretory phase of CT urography), VNC values become less accurate and VNC attenuation increases over TNC attenuation because of beam hardening of X-rays [31].

X. APPLICATION OF NEWLY DEVELOPED X-RAY DETECTION SYSTEM

CT basically uses scintillators such as cadmium tungstate to turn X-rays into light. The light is then converted into electrical signals using a photo diode. If the efficient of X-ray detection can be increased or electronic noise levels can be reduced in an X-ray detection system, further patient dose reduction is possible.

One manufacturer uses a new garnet gemstone material (Gemstone Detector; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) as a scintillator. The advantage of the material includes high X-ray detection efficiency, and the gemstone-based scintillator can significantly reduce radiation doses [32]. Another manufacturer uses praseodymium-activated scintillator in their detector (PUREVISION Detector; Toshiba...
Medical Systems, Tochigi, Japan). Similar to the Gemstone Detector, its advantage is high X-ray detection efficiency. A third manufacturer uses integrated CT detectors (Stellar and Stellar INFINITY Detectors; Siemens Healthineer) that directly couples the photodiode with the analog-to-digital converter to reduce the amount of electronic noise levels and artifacts [33], thereby reducing radiation doses.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

CT examinations are associated with substantially higher radiation exposure than conventional X-ray examinations, making radiation exposure from CT examinations a potential concern. In recent years, the news media, in addition to professionals, have focused on the potential risks of radiation exposure from CT examinations. In such situations, it is important for radiologists, physicists, and technologists to recognize the benefits and costs of CT examinations and follow ALARA principles by becoming familiar with available methods and techniques, described in this review, for optimizing patient dose in CT examinations. We hope that readers can optimize CT dose while maintaining diagnostic examination quality.
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